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Wenn du Gedanken kontrollierst, kann nur dein Herz dir zum Verhängnis werden.Vor
acht Monaten hat Kira Moore einer Welt von Gedankenlesern offenbart, dass es mitten
unter ihnen auch Mindjacker wie sie gibt, die die Gedanken anderer Menschen
kontrollieren können. Jetzt fragt sie sich, ob es wirklich die richtige Entscheidung war,
die Wahrheit öffentlich zu machen. Während sich wilde Gerüchte verbreiten, nutzt ein
mächtiger Anti-Jacker Politiker die Angst der Gedankenleser aus, um die Rechte der
Jacker zu beschneiden. Während manche von ihnen nach Jackertown fliehen - einem
Slum voller Jacker, die ihre Fähigkeiten gegen Bares eintauschen - verstecken sich
Kira und ihre Familie vor den Lesern, die sie fürchten, und den Jackern, die sie hassen.
Doch nachdem das Mitglied eines Jacker-Clans Kiras Freund Raf in ihren Armen
zusammenbrechen lässt, hat Kira keine Wahl mehr. Sie ist gezwungen, die Menschen,
die sie am meisten liebt, zu retten, indem sie sich dem stellt, das sie am meisten
fürchtet: FBI Agent Kestrel und seiner experimentellen Folterkammer für Jacker.Alle
Teile der Mindjack-Serie: Open Minds - Gefährliche Gedanken (erschienen: 14. März
2014) Closed Hearts - Gefährliche Hoffnung (erschienen: 10. Januar 2015) Free Souls
- Gefährliche Träume (erschienen: 09. April.2015)
Josh Jones realizes his family isn't typical, but it's the only life he's ever known. Aunt
Lou, Gramps, Uncle Charlie, Grandpa--they all have shaped the young man he has
become. But as he grows into manhood, Josh begins to face important questions about
life, love, and faith. Three million books sold in the series!
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What would you give to live forever? Elijah Brighton wants to become an ascender—a
post-Singularity human/machine hybrid—after all, they’re smarter, more enlightened,
more compassionate, and above all, achingly beautiful. But Eli is a legacy human,
preserved and cherished for his unaltered genetic code, just like the rainforest he
paints. When a fugue state possesses him and creates great art, Eli miraculously lands
a sponsor for the creative Olympics. If he could just master the fugue, he could take the
gold and win the right to ascend, bringing everything he’s yearned for within reach…
including his beautiful ascender patron. But once Eli arrives at the Games, he finds the
ascenders are playing games of their own. Everything he knows about the ascenders
and the legacies they keep starts to unravel… until he’s running for his life and
wondering who he truly is. The Legacy Human is the first in a philosophical HopePunk
sci-fi series that explores the intersection of mind, body, and soul in a post-Singularity
world. KEYWORDS: Robots, androids, artificial intelligence, singularity, cyborg,
spiritual, religion, AI, cyberpunk, dystopian, free science fiction
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http://www.locuspublishing.com/events/1111R061/
The robot Caretaker of Seattle Farm 0722 knows its work is important—it nourishes life,
and the resulting harvest feeds the legacy humans, the ones the Masters care for and
keep in Seattle. But when humans begin to make unauthorized incursions onto the
Farmland, the Caretaker soon finds it has been cultivating more than it knew… and that
some things were never meant to grow. Harvest is a standalone short story that takes
place in the world of the Singularity novels. Start the novel series with The Legacy
Human (Singularity 1). Keywords: Robots, androids, artificial intelligence, singularity,
cyborg, spiritual, religion, AI, cyberpunk, dystopian
When everyone reads minds, a secret is a dangerous thing to keep. Sixteen-year-old
Kira Moore is a zero, someone who can't read thoughts or be read by others. Zeros are
outcasts who can't be trusted, leaving her no chance with Raf, a regular mindreader
and the best friend she secretly loves. When she accidentally controls Raf's mind and
nearly kills him, Kira tries to hide her frightening new ability from her family and an
increasingly suspicious Raf. But lies tangle around her, and she's dragged deep into a
hidden underworld of mindjackers, where having to mind control everyone she loves is
just the beginning of the deadly choices before her. MINDJACK: KIRA Open Minds
(Book 1) Closed Hearts (Book 2) Free Souls (Book 3) Mindjack Short Story Collection
(Book 4) MINDJACK: ZEPH Locked Tight (Book 1) Cracked Open (Book 2) Broken
Wide (Book 3) The Locksmith (Book 4) FORMATS AND TRANSLATIONS Mindjack
available in ebook, print, audiobook, French and German LIVE ACTION TRAILER
Voted Best Trailer at the 2014 Illinois International Film Festival and one of 50 Most
Cinematic Trailers Ever Made – check it out at Susan’s website. KEYWORDS: young
adult science fiction, young adult dystopian, teen science fiction, cyberpunk, action and
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adventure, genetic engineering, post-apocalyptic, metaphysical and visionary, young
adult free books, young adult science fiction, young adult books free, dystopian books
free, dystopian novels free, science fiction free
Wenn jeder Gedanken liest, kann ein Geheimnis eine gefährliche Sache sein.Die
sechzehnjährige Kira Moore ist eine Null, jemand der weder Gedanken lesen, noch von
anderen gelesen werden kann. Nullen sind Außenseiter, denen man nicht vertrauen
kann, weswegen sie auch keine Chancen bei ihrem besten Freund Raf hat, einem
normalen Gedankenleser, in den sie heimlich verliebt ist. Als sie aus Versehen die
Kontrolle über Rafs Verstand übernimmt und ihn dadurch beinahe umbringt, versucht
Kira ihre unheimliche, neue Fähigkeit vor ihrer Familie und dem zunehmend
misstrauischer werdenden Raf zu verbergen. Aber sie verstrickt sich in ihren Lügen und
wird immer tiefer in eine geheime Unterwelt voller Gedankenkontrollierer gezogen. Den
Verstand all derer zu kontrollieren, die ihr am Herzen liegen, ist dabei nur eine von
vielen gefährlichen Entscheidungen, die noch vor ihr liegen.Open Minds war TOP 5
FINALIST in der Kategorie "Best Indie Book 2012, Young Adult Fiction" bei "The Kindle
Book Review."Leserstimmen:,,Open Minds hat mich vollkommen umgeworfen." Buchjunkies,,Eine Mischung aus Dystopie und Fantasy, die einen mitreißt und die
Spannung durchgehend aufrechterhält." - Buchzeiten,,Ich hasse Bücher, die im Voraus
eine geniale Idee versprechen und mich dann einfach nur enttäuschen. Open Minds
konnte mich dagegen auf ganzer Linie positiv überraschen." - Jack, In Flagranti
Books,,Wenn man sich einmal in Kiras Welt auskennt, wird man von den
Geschehnissen total gefangen genommen." - Süchtig nach Büchern, Monis Buchblog
,,Zum Schluss konnte ich nicht mehr aufhören es zu lesen. Sogar Nachts davon
geträumt." - Bookrecession,,'Open Minds' ist ein großartiges Beispiel dafür, dass auch
unabhängige Autoren fantastische Bücher schreiben können!" - Mikka liestDie
MINDJACK ReiheKiras GeschichteGedankenspiele (Prequel)Open Minds - Gefährliche
Gedanken (Buch #1)Closed Hearts - Gefährliche Hoffnung (Buch #2)Free Souls Gefährliche Träume (Buch #3)Zephs GeschichteDer Schlosser (Prequel)Locked Tight Gefährliches Misstrauen (Buch #4)Cracked Open - Gefährliche Spaltung (Buch
#5)Broken Wide - Gefährliche Freiheit (Buch #6)
The 1990s was the decade when Marvel Comics sold 8.1 million copies of an issue of
the X-Men, saw its superstar creators form their own company, cloned Spider-Man, and
went bankrupt. The 1990s was when Superman died, Batman had his back broken, and
the runaway success of Neil Gaiman’s Sandman led to DC Comics’ Vertigo line of
adult comic books. It was the decade of gimmicky covers, skimpy costumes, and megacrossovers. But most of all, the 1990s was the decade when companies like Image,
Valiant and Malibu published million-selling comic books before the industry
experienced a shocking and rapid collapse. American Comic Book Chronicles: The
1990s is a year-by-year account of the comic book industry during the Bill Clinton
years. This full-color hardcover volume documents the comic book industry’s most
significant publications, most notable creators, and most impactful trends from that
decade. Written by Keith Dallas and Jason Sacks.
Closed Hearts (Mindjack: Kira Book Two)Twisted Space LLC
For better, for worse. In sickness and in health. It’s a legal vow of care for families in
2050, a world beset by waves of climate-driven plagues. Power engineer Lucía
Ramirez long ago lost her family to one—she’d give anything to take that vow. The
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Power Islands give humanity a fighting chance, but tending kelp farms and solar lilies is
a lonely job. The housing AI found her a family match, saying she should fit right in with
the Senegalese retraining expert who’s a force of nature, the ex-Pandemic Corps cook
with his own cozy channel, and even the writer who insists everything is stories, all the
way down. This family of literal and metaphorical refugees could be the shelter she’s
seeking from her own personal storm. She needs this one to work. Then an
unscheduled power outage and a missing turtle-bot crack open a mystery. Something
isn’t right on Power Island One, but every step she takes to solve it, someone else gets
there first—and they’re determined to make her unsee what she’s seen. Lucía is an
engineer, not a detective, but fixing this problem might cost her the one thing she truly
needs: a home. When You Had Power is the first of four tightly-connected novels in a
new hopepunk series. It’s about our future, how society will shift and flex like a solar lily
in the storms of our own making, and how breaks in the social fabric have to be
expected, tended to, and healed. Because we’re in this together, now more than ever
before. Keywords: hopepunk, climate fiction, Puerto Rico, Puerto Rican, Latino,
Hispanic, solarpunk, climate change, climate crisis, solar energy, green energy, clean
energy, global warming, pandemic, plague, underwater adventure, kelp farming, fusion
engineering, wind energy, literary science fiction, mystery, suspense, hard science
fiction, dystopian, heroine's journey
When you control minds, only your heart can be used against you. Eight months ago,
Kira Moore revealed to the mindreading world that mindjackers like herself were hidden
in their midst. Now she wonders if telling the truth was the right choice. As wild rumors
spread, a powerful anti-jacker politician capitalizes on mindreaders' fears and strips
jackers of their rights. While some jackers flee to Jackertown--a slum rife with
jackworkers who trade mind control favors for cash--Kira and her family hide from the
readers who fear her and jackers who hate her. But when a jacker Clan member makes
Kira's boyfriend Raf collapse in her arms, Kira is forced to save the people she loves by
facing the thing she fears most: FBI agent Kestrel and his experimental torture chamber
for jackers. MINDJACK SERIES Kira's Story Open Minds (Book 1) Closed Hearts
(Book 2) Free Souls (Book 3) Mindjack Short Story Collection, Novella Box Set (Book
3.5) Zeph's Story The Locksmith (Book 3.9) Locked Tight (Book 4) Cracked Open
(Book 5) Broken Wide (Book 6)...coming soon FORMATS AND TRANSLATIONS
Mindjack available in ebook, print, audiobook, French and German LIVE ACTION
TRAILER Voted Best Trailer at the 2014 Illinois International Film Festival and one of
50 Most Cinematic Trailers Ever Made - check it out at Susan's website. AUTHOR
BIOGRAPHY Susan Kaye Quinn is a rocket scientist turned speculative fiction author
who now uses her PhD to invent cool stuff in books. Her works range from young adult
science fiction to adult future-noir, with side trips into royal fantasy romance and middle
grade. Her bestselling novels and short stories have been optioned for Virtual Reality,
translated into German and French, and featured in several anthologies. She writes fulltime from Chicago, inventing mind powers and dreaming of the Singularity. See her
website for free stories, trailers, and links to social media.
Warrior faery princes can be very stubborn. Especially when they possess your body.
Fourteen-year-old Finn just wants to keep his little sister out of Child Protective
Services—an epic challenge with their parentally-missing-in-action dad moving them to
England, near the famous Stonehenge rocks. Warrior faery Prince Zaneyr just wants to
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escape his father’s reckless plan to repair the Rift—a catastrophe that ripped the faery
realm from Earth 4,000 years ago and set it adrift in an alternate, timeless dimension.
When Zaneyr tricks Finn into swapping places, Finn becomes a bodiless soul stuck in
the Otherworld, fighting spriggans with sharp teeth and rival faery Houses. Back on
Earth, Zaneyr uses Finn’s body to fight off his father’s seekers and keep the king’s
greatest weapon—himself—out of his hands. Between them, they have two souls and
only one body… and both worlds to save before the dimensional window between them
slams shut. Faery Swap is an action and druid-magic filled portal fantasy, told by both a
runaway faery prince and the boy he’s tricked into taking his place. This Prince and the
Pauper meets Warrior Faeries tale is suitable for all ages. Includes four interior
illustrations. KEYWORDS: middle grade fantasy, sword, sorcery, magic, quest, action,
adventure, preteen
Wenn du Gedanken kontrollierst, kann nur dein Herz dir zum Verhängnis werden. Vor
acht Monaten hat Kira Moore einer Welt von Gedankenlesern offenbart, dass es mitten
unter ihnen auch Mindjacker wie sie gibt, die die Gedanken anderer Menschen
kontrollieren können. Jetzt fragt sie sich, ob es wirklich die richtige Entscheidung war,
die Wahrheit öffentlich zu machen. Während sich wilde Gerüchte verbreiten, nutzt ein
mächtiger Anti-Jacker Politiker die Angst der Gedankenleser aus, um die Rechte der
Jacker zu beschneiden. Während manche von ihnen nach Jackertown fliehen - einem
Slum voller Jacker, die ihre Fähigkeiten gegen Bares eintauschen - verstecken sich
Kira und ihre Familie vor den Lesern, die sie fürchten, und den Jackern, die sie hassen.
Doch nachdem das Mitglied eines Jacker-Clans Kiras Freund Raf in ihren Armen
zusammenbrechen lässt, hat Kira keine Wahl mehr. Sie ist gezwungen, die Menschen,
die sie am meisten liebt, zu retten, indem sie sich dem stellt, das sie am meisten
fürchtet: FBI Agent Kestrel und seiner experimentellen Folterkammer für Jacker. "Diese
Geschichte ist ein wahrer Pageturner." - Manus Tintenkleckse "Wie auch Band 1 (der
mich einfach umgehauen hat! ;)) überzeugte nun Band 2 der Mindjack-Triologie von
Anfang an mit einer fesselnden Geschichte und einem rasanten Tempo" - Natzes
Leseecke "Ich wollte immerzu wissen wie es weitergeht, war bereits nach kurzer Zeit
vollkommen im Geschehen gefangen." - Manjas Buchregal "Die Mindjack-Reihe war
der Überraschungserfolg des letzten Jahres, und obwohl der zweite Teil oftmals
schwächelt, ist es hier zum Glück nicht der Fall!" - Fairy-Book Blog "Der zweite Band ist
richtig spannend, ständig passiert irgendwas mit dem man nicht rechnet und das einen
als Leser nur noch neugieriger macht wie es den weiter geht." - Nadines Lesewelt "Die
'Mindjack'-Trilogie ist für mich eine Buchreihe, die viel zu wenig Aufmerksamkeit
bekommt, denn die Bücher sind einfach grossartig." - Lovelybookblog Die MINDJACK
Reihe Kiras Geschichte Gedankenspiele (Prequel) Open Minds - Gefährliche
Gedanken (Buch #1) Closed Hearts - Gefährliche Hoffnung (Buch #2) Free Souls Gefährliche Träume (Buch #3) Zephs Geschichte Der Schlosser (Prequel) Locked Tight
- Gefährliches Misstrauen (Buch #4) Cracked Open - Gefährliche Spaltung (Buch #5)
Broken Wide - Gefährliche Freiheit (Buch #6) Über die Autorin Susan Kaye Quinn
wuchs in Kalifornien auf, wo sie schon als Schülerin Zettelchen mit Geschichten in der
Klasse herumreichte. Ihre Lehrer gaben meistens vor, nichts davon mitzubekommen
und beschlagnahmten ihre Arbeiten nur ein paar Mal. Sie ging einer Reihe von
Ingenieursstudiengängen nach (Luft- und Raumfahrt, Maschinenbau, Umwelttechnik)
und arbeitete in einer Menge von Streber-Jobs, unter anderem bei GE Aircraft Engines,
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der NASA und NCAR. Jetzt wo sie Bücher schreibt, steht auf ihrer Visitenkarte "Autorin
und Raketenwissenschaftlerin" und sie muss ihre Arbeiten nicht länger heimlich
weiterschmuggeln. Was wirklich schade ist. All diese Ingenieurswissenschaften sind
von Nutzen, wenn man sich paranormale Fähigkeiten in futuristischen Welten
ausdenkt, oder Wissenschaft mit Fantasie mischt, um einigermassen glaubwürdige
Erfindungen zu erschaffen. Nur für ihre Geschichten natürlich. Ignoriert den Kram in
ihrem Keller. Susan schreibt in einem Vorort von Chicago, wo sie mit ihren drei Jungs,
zwei Katzen und einem Ehemann lebt. Was, wie sich...
In a world filled with mindreaders, Zeph is a mindjacker who wants to stay hidden—even
if it means the cute mindreader in his Latin class is forever out of his reach. He uses his
ability to lock and unlock minds to gain protection from a ruthless mindjacker Clan and
to keep his family safe. But when the existence of mindjackers is revealed to the world,
it’s no longer safe for any jacker. Zeph is forced to choose between destroying the
mind of a young jacker changeling… or turning his back on everyone he loves. The
Locksmith is Zeph’s origin story. MINDJACK: KIRA Open Minds (Book 1) Closed
Hearts (Book 2) Free Souls (Book 3) Mindjack Short Story Collection (Book 4)
MINDJACK: ZEPH Locked Tight (Book 1) Cracked Open (Book 2) Broken Wide (Book
3) The Locksmith (Book 4) KEYWORDS: young adult science fiction, young adult
dystopian, teen science fiction, cyberpunk, action and adventure, genetic engineering,
post-apocalyptic, metaphysical and visionary, young adult books, young adult science
fiction, young adult books, dystopian books, dystopian novels, science fiction
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Decouverte Europeenne?????????? ?1985?????????????????The White Castle??????
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?1990??????????The Black Book??????????????????????????????????????1992????
????????????????????Gizli Yüz??????????Ömer Kavur???? ?1997???????The New
Life????????????????????????????????? ?1998?????????????????My Name is
Red??????????????????????????2003?????????????????????????????????
?2006????????????????——??????? ??? ???? (??)
What if you knew there was life after death? Eli is back from the dead… and determined
to stop the powerful ascenders who blasted him out to the void. But in the three days he
was gone, the world moved on. The girl he loves is determined to build an army of
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augmented humans to fight the ascenders—with herself as the next Offering. The
ascenders are lining up in a death cult based on the charismatic ascender Eli
accidentally released from storage—and all the restraints that have kept the ascender
world in balance are now off. Everyone is rushing to be the first to bring a Second
Singularity—to reach the numinous world from which Eli just returned—regardless of the
cost. And the chaos and bloodshed of the first Singularity show just how high that cost
can be. How can he stop the world from hurtling off the cliff when he’s the one who
proved there’s something to reach, if only you could learn how to fly? The Last Mystic
is the thrilling conclusion to the Singularity series. This philosophical, HopePunk sci-fi
series explores the intersection of mind, body, and soul in a post-Singularity world.
Keywords: Robots, androids, artificial intelligence, singularity, cyborg, spiritual, religion,
AI, cyberpunk, dystopian
Decker Thorne learned early life-lessons on the streets of London, stealing to earn his
way. That devil-to-pay existence does not prepare him for someone like Jonna
Remington, a fiercely independent woman who is not impressed with his charm or
cunning. As owner of Remington Shipping, what Jonna needs is Decker's deft touch at
the helm of her finest clipper. With the Remington fortune riding on Decker's success,
Jonna is vulnerable and beholding, and when her daring plan gives rise to new
dangers, it is Decker who puts his life on the line to save hers. On board Huntress, the
clipper she owns but where he is master, Decker can keep her safe from everyone but
himself. As they make the Atlantic crossing from Boston to London, Jonna must decide
how safe she wants to be, or if Decker has stolen the one thing she did not know she
had to give...her own reckless heart. AWARDS: USA Today bestselling Author
REVIEWS: "...a fabulous read. Jo Goodman writes with a unique and impressive style"
~Virginia Henley "Jo Goodman hooks you and keeps you glued to the pages." ~Kat
Martin "...a treasure. The characters are guaranteed to steal your heart." ~Lisa Jackson
THE THORNE BROTHERS TRILOGY, in series order: My Steadfast Heart My
Reckless Heart With All My Heart
When mindreaders run the world, being a jacker makes you a weapon. Zeph can break
open the toughest minds—or lock the weakest—which only means every Clan leader
wants to own him. He did as he was told, kept his head down, and tried to shut out the
screams. But when they came after his family, he hugged his kid sister goodbye and
ran away to keep them safe. For two years, he’s passed as a reader. Then his family
disappears, readers start changing into super jackers, and Zeph is forced to return to a
city filled with jackers who hate him. To find his family, he must trick a mindware CEO
into helping him, avoid a girl who knows him too well, and spy on the most powerful
jacker in the state. All without dying or revealing his abilities—or being caught in the
firestorm of hate between jackers and readers that’s threatening to pull the world apart.
The bestselling Mindjack Series continues with an all new character and a world of
mindreaders and mindjackers as you’ve never seen it before. LOCKED TIGHT is the
first of three Mindjack novels from Zeph’s perspective. (See The Locksmith for Zeph’s
origin story.) MINDJACK: KIRA Open Minds (Book 1) Closed Hearts (Book 2) Free
Souls (Book 3) Mindjack Short Story Collection (Book 4) MINDJACK: ZEPH Locked
Tight (Book 1) Cracked Open (Book 2) Broken Wide (Book 3) The Locksmith (Book 4)
FORMATS AND TRANSLATIONS Mindjack available in ebook, print, audiobook,
French and German LIVE ACTION TRAILER Voted Best Trailer at the 2014 Illinois
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International Film Festival and one of 50 Most Cinematic Trailers Ever Made – check it
out at Susan’s website. KEYWORDS: Young adult dystopian, teen science fiction,
cyberpunk, action and adventure, genetic engineering, post-apocalyptic, metaphysical
and visionary, free young adult dystopian, free teen science fiction, free series starter
Humanity is trapped in a loop. As the world heats, it takes more energy to keep
humanity from dying—a feedback loop that makes net-zero carbon increasingly
impossible to reach. Akemi’s job on the Public Utilities Commission has its own daily
disasters—making sure the infrastructure of civilization keeps running is the most
thankless job on the planet. When a double event hits—heatwave plus viral
breakout—keeping the power on is an all-out battle. It doesn’t help that he’s distracted
by his elderly father, who was struck down and neuro-compromised by the same virus
that killed his mother the year before. Now his father is living in Akemi’s attic. They’d
never had a relationship before, and that was a fair description of the state of things
now. Then an old friend’s daughter shows up with a mystery of physics… and a tale of
stolen kilowatts and deadly intrigue. He would dismiss it outright, except she’s also the
Regional Director of the power grid. Something isn’t right, and the Governor won’t
accept excuses when the power goes out. Sometimes, you’re the right person in the
right place, whether you want to be or not. Of Kindness and Kilowatts is the third of four
tightly-connected novels in a new hopepunk series. It’s about our future, how the world
is always more complicated than it seems, and how just when it seems like things
couldn’t possibly get worse, they invariably do… and that’s when we discover kindness
and quantum entanglement are what hold everything together. Keywords: hopepunk,
climate fiction, Japan, Japanese American, Asian American, quantum physics,
solarpunk, climate change, climate crisis, solar energy, green energy, clean energy,
global warming, pandemic, plague, underwater adventure, kelp farming, fusion
engineering, wind energy, literary science fiction, mystery, suspense, hard science
fiction, dystopian, heroine's journey
Sneaking out of the palace wasn’t one of Aniri’s best ideas. But she’s the Third
Daughter of the Queen of Dharia—zero responsibilities and zero royal duties. She’s just
the backup daughter, in case her older sisters’ arranged marriages—to take the crown
or broker an alliance—don’t quite work out. But once Aniri reaches her 18th birthday,
she’ll be truly free… and then she can marry the charming fencing instructor she meets
for fevered kisses in the forest. But then the impossible happens—a marriage proposal.
From a barbarian prince in the north, no less. And if Aniri refuses, the threat of their
new flying weapon might bring war. So she agrees to the young prince’s proposal, but
only as a subterfuge to spy on him, find the weapon, and hopefully avoid both war and
an arranged marriage to a man she doesn’t love. But once she arrives in the sweeping
mountains of the north, she discovers the prince has his own secrets… and saving her
country may end up breaking her heart. This Bollywood-style royal romance takes you
to an alternate East Indian world filled with skyships, saber duels, and lots of royal
intrigue. THIRD DAUGHTER is the first book in the Royals of Dharia trilogy.
?"Steampunk fans will appreciate the airships, swordfights, illicit romance, fantastical
technology, desperate escapes, last-minute rescues, and breathtaking scenery, all
pulled together by a genuine sense of fun." - Publisher's Weekly "One of the Top 10 ERomances for 2014." - Library Journal THE ROYALS OF DHARIA Third Daughter
(Book One) Second Daughter (Book Two) First Daughter (Book Three) KEYWORDS:
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clean and wholesome, sweet royal romance, steampunk, historical Victorian romance,
spies and espionage, young adult fiction, teen fiction, young adult free books, young
adult romance, young adult books free, steampunk books free, historical romance
books free, steampunk fantasy romance, top romance reads, romance books free,
romance free, free books, start a new series, free romance series starters, YA
romance, romance & friendship, YA science fiction and fantasy, clean romance books
free, steampunk free, young adults romance free books, young adults free books
??????????????,?????????????????????????????????,???,????????,????......
The Mining Master of Thebe is all alone—not counting the scavenger drones, foundry
nanites, and magtread tractors buzzing across the tiny Jovian moon. When a spindly
tower of rocks mysteriously appears at the pole, it’s enough to vex the Mining Master’s
machine intelligence like dust trapped in a harvester joint. Reporting it could mean
reassignment to the Outer Belt, but probing deeper into the mystery threatens to unlock
something better left... contained. Containment is a standalone short novella that takes
place in the world of the Singularity novels. Start the novel series with The Legacy
Human (Singularity 1). Keywords: Robots, androids, artificial, intelligence, singularity,
cyborg, spiritual, religion, AI, cyberpunk, dystopian
Restorative Human Medical Care Unit 7435, sentience level fifty, is happiness level five
out of ten to serve and heal the human master it loves. But Unit 7435 finds there is a
price to be paid for love… and for failing in its primary mission. Restore is a standalone
short story that takes place in the world of the Singularity novels. Start the novel series
with The Legacy Human (Singularity 1). A NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR The future is…
unsettling. Technology isn’t just racing forward, it’s accelerating. This isn’t just our
imagination, it’s a natural consequence of innovation building upon innovation. The gap
between what we can imagine and reality shrinks every day. Our relationship with
technology is already one of the defining issues of the 21st century. As we integrate it
ever-more-intimately into our lives and bodies and brains—as we mold our creations in
our own image, not only physically, but mentally and emotionally—our tech will shape us
in ways we will barely understand. The 21st century will challenge us to remember what
it means to be only human. But creating a truly sentient Artificial Intelligence is far more
complicated than first dreamed in Asimov’s Bicentennial Man. As we learn more about
the three pounds of meat and electricity between our ears, as well as consciousness
itself, we are realizing how difficult the job is. In a sense, creating an AI will force us to
answer some of the deepest questions humanity has ever asked… about ourselves and
our place in the universe. What does it mean to create intelligence if you intentionally
limit it? Is it cruel or compassionate to keep your tech from evolving above a certain
sentience level? I hope Restore will provoke a bit of thought in your own personal set of
three pounds of meat and electricity. Keywords: Robots, androids, artificial, intelligence,
singularity, cyborg, spiritual, religion, AI, cyberpunk, dystopian, free science fiction
When your mind is a weapon, freedom comes at a price. Four months have passed since Kira
left home to join Julian's Jacker Freedom Alliance, but the hole in her heart still whistles empty
where her boyfriend Raf used to be. She fills it with weapons training, JFA patrols, and an
obsessive hunt for FBI agent Kestrel, ignoring Julian's worries about her safety and repeated
attempts to recruit her for his revolutionary chat-casts. When anti-jacker politician Vellus
surrounds Jackertown with the National Guard, Kira discovers there's more to Julian's
concerns than she knew, but she's forced to take on a mission that neither want and that might
be her last: assassinating Senator Vellus before he can snuff out Julian's revolution and the
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jackers she's come to love. MINDJACK: KIRA Open Minds (Book 1) Closed Hearts (Book 2)
Free Souls (Book 3) Mindjack Short Story Collection (Book 4) MINDJACK: ZEPH Locked Tight
(Book 1) Cracked Open (Book 2) Broken Wide (Book 3) The Locksmith (Book 4) FORMATS
AND TRANSLATIONS Mindjack available in ebook, print, audiobook, French and German
LIVE ACTION TRAILER Voted Best Trailer at the 2014 Illinois International Film Festival and
one of 50 Most Cinematic Trailers Ever Made – check it out at Susan’s website. KEYWORDS:
young adult science fiction, young adult dystopian, teen science fiction, cyberpunk, action and
adventure, genetic engineering, post-apocalyptic, metaphysical and visionary
The choice you make is the future you create. Climate-driven plagues haunt humanity, and it’s
Regional Director Zuri Hill-Gray’s job to keep the clean-energy grid running. Zuri has the
perfect life—a beautiful home on the Hillstead, a loving family, and a powerful job keeping the
LA Basin’s grid humming. If only she didn’t see the ghost of her dead twin in the mirror. Her
grief-counselor husband understands too much, her Aunties Cora and Vivian smother her to
excess, and her mother can’t look at her daughter without seeing the half that’s missing. Zuri
can’t begin to face her sister’s little daughter—to Ruby, Zuri is the ghost. Which is why she’s
running away to work, again, on the anniversary of her sister’s death. Then a power engineer
walks into Zuri’s office and claims someone is stealing energy from Power Island One—and
they’ve tried to kill her to cover it up. The more Zuri digs, the more it’s clear someone’s been
tinkering in the shut-down fusion labs. They’re going to dangerous lengths to hide it, and it’s
been happening right under her nose. Which is how Regional Directors lose their jobs. Zuri’s
already lost her better half—she can’t afford to lose this, too. You Knew the Price is the second
of four tightly-connected novels in a new hopepunk series. It’s about our future, how society
lives on invisible things, like electricity and trust, that are far too easy to break… and how our
most difficult moments are often when we discover the only path forward is healing not just
ourselves but the world. Keywords: hopepunk, climate fiction, Black novels, African American
fiction, solarpunk, climate change, climate crisis, solar energy, green energy, clean energy,
global warming, pandemic, plague, underwater adventure, kelp farming, fusion engineering,
wind energy, literary science fiction, mystery, suspense, hard science fiction, dystopian,
heroine's journey
English and traditional Chinese bilingual edition, with parallel text, of The Strange Case of
Origami Yoda. In Chinese/English. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Kamali LeClair’s dance is her prayer—and her rebellion against the human/bot hybrids who run
the world. In Paris’s annual showcase for the creative Olympics, she’ll prove she’s the best
of what’s left of humanity… and then refuse the ascenders’ prize of immortality. But when a
young man has an offer of résistance she didn’t know was possible, she has to decide how far
she’s willing to go to defy the rulers who banished her mother. Résistance is a standalone
short story that takes place in the world of the Singularity novels. Start the novel series with
The Legacy Human (Singularity 1). Keywords: Robots, androids, artificial, intelligence,
singularity, cyborg, spiritual, religion, AI, cyberpunk, dystopian
When you control minds, only your heart can be used against you. Eight months ago, Kira
Moore revealed to the mindreading world that mindjackers like herself were hidden in their
midst. Now she wonders if telling the truth was the right choice. As wild rumors spread, a
powerful anti-jacker politician capitalizes on mindreaders’ fears and strips jackers of their
rights. While some jackers flee to Jackertown—a slum rife with jackworkers who trade mind
control favors for cash—Kira and her family hide from the readers who fear her and jackers who
hate her. But when a jacker Clan member makes Kira’s boyfriend Raf collapse in her arms,
Kira is forced to save the people she loves by facing the thing she fears most: FBI agent
Kestrel and his experimental torture chamber for jackers. MINDJACK: KIRA Open Minds (Book
1) Closed Hearts (Book 2) Free Souls (Book 3) Mindjack Short Story Collection (Book 4)
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MINDJACK: ZEPH Locked Tight (Book 1) Cracked Open (Book 2) Broken Wide (Book 3) The
Locksmith (Book 4) FORMATS AND TRANSLATIONS Mindjack available in ebook, print,
audiobook, French and German LIVE ACTION TRAILER Voted Best Trailer at the 2014 Illinois
International Film Festival and one of 50 Most Cinematic Trailers Ever Made – check it out at
Susan’s website. KEYWORDS: young adult science fiction, young adult dystopian, teen
science fiction, cyberpunk, action and adventure, genetic engineering, post-apocalyptic,
metaphysical and visionary
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